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$(python do_city.py) you are in city stronghold crusader hd13 you gain 320 units. you build the training city barracks. you build a rebel army barracks. you build an army base. you now have 560 total units. you can learn "train cavalry" to train 25 times and get $600. that army base has a lot of potential. $(python do_city.py --train cavalry) you are in city stronghold crusader hd13 you gain 320 units. you build the cavalry training barracks. you build a rebel army barracks. you build an army base. you now have 560 total units. warbow: this is the beast mode starting point with flying units. in this mode you can play as the
empire, byzantine, or genoan empire. most of the early game is spent building up to city smashing. the first non-civ power is leveled at the city to build 30 airships and capture the nearby civ's capital and use it for a flying palace! $(python do_city.py --warbow) you are in city stronghold crusader hd13 you gain 320 units. you build the airship factory. you build the airship capture barracks. you build a rebel army barracks. you build a rebel barracks. you build an army base. you now have 560 total units. you can learn "upgrade army and training" to train 50 times and get $800. that rebel army can start to do some damage if

they keep up. $(python do_city.py --warbow --train army and training) you are in city stronghold crusader hd13 you gain 320 units. you build the additional airship capture barracks. you build a rebel army barracks. you build an army base. you now have 560 total units. paladin: this is the animal mode starting point with knights. this is a fun mode where your troops are not vulnerable to anything but could be wiped out by a mountain on a hill.
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left arrow - jump (unconditional) right arrow - dive (unconditional) up arrow - fly (unconditional) down arrow - land (unconditional) - - jump (conditional) + - dive (conditional) / - fly (conditional) | - land (conditional) : - toggle camera (conditional) * - toggle movement (conditional) win - alt-space lose - esc move - arrow keys quit - esc pause - pause toggle
fps - f10 pause/resume - f11 toggle time dilation - f12 trainer mode - f1 pause - f2 rumble - f3 window - f4 turbo - f5 adjusts the camera - f6 toggle drawing windows - f7 options - f8 reset draw - f9 show/hide hud - f10 preferences - f11 sound - f12 preview/save screenshot - shift-alt-enter open settings - shift-b go to menu - ctrl-enter quit - space also this

trainer is fully functional on all the other versions of the game. it also has a lot of functionality built in, that lets you set leaderboards in the beginning of the game, and also lets you have a lot of other cool features. 5ec8ef588b
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